
FUNNY PERSUASIVE SPEECH OUTLINE

Persuasive speeches are those that address themselves to the minds and hearts of people who heard them; but funny
persuasive speeches give color to the.

Students should be able to stay up late, even on school nights. Here are 54 thought-provoking ideas to
consider: First 27 Fun Persuasive Speech Topics The movie rating system is rigged. Marijuana should be
legalized and sold in coffee shops. Below follow topics that you can have fun with while persuading your
audience. Blondes actually are stupid. Using these titles as the basis of a speech You do not need to read the
books. Tooth whitening is out of control. Should Trix stop its discrimination and make them for everyone?
May 15, by Florence Ng When you are chatting with your friends, what subjects do you talk about? Adults
these days can barely do Math without using a calculator but are always claiming to have X amount of
problems. If you are going to be two-faced at least make one of them pretty. A majority of vegetarians actually
do not even love animals. Why read the book when you can just watch the movie? Luck is not a matter of
chance click to read a sample speech. Should Scotland be a country of its own? Foreign oil dependence is
dangerous. Unique nativity scene figures. Very little. Why you deserve to be the boss instead of your current
boss. Becoming a vegetarian makes for a healthier lifestyle. More than you presume. Why do we remember all
the things we forgot to do once we are in bed? Why people calculate how many hours of sleep they will get.
The story of the perfect husband. Why nerds rule our society and not creative artists. Ten ways to use Twitter
with fun public speaking purposes in a maximum of characters. College tuition should include parking and
coffee. Sometimes you will need to keep a contact number on your phone so that you can avoid their nuisance
calls. Dating behavior rules are simple for girls: No means No, not Yes. If a woman hits a man, the man
should be able to hit her back without it being called abuse. Why my â€” any funny speech topics â€” looks
cooler than theâ€¦ of my neighbour. Students should get to know other students. Why do we need to love and
to be loved?


